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Last edition of the year and it seems a lie. 2020 was without 
a doubt a year for history. It seemed endless and in a rush 
at the same time. Hard for everyone, and we drummers are 
the exception.

Many of us are separated, “isolated” from our instrument, 
either by distance (because we couldn’t move to the 
Studio or room where our drumset was located), or by the 
environment (for example by living in a not suitable space, 
where it is very difficult to practice without the neighbor 
look at us with “that” face).

We had to adapt, equip ourselves. Dampeners, practice 
pads, silent drumsets. Anything goes when it comes to stay 
close to our passion.

2020 also witnessed the birth and growth of this magazine, 
that although it had been brewing since mid-2019, it came 
at the right time to bring at least a sip of fresh water in the 
middle of all this.

When this path began, I did not imagine how much 
that it would grow in such a short time. Thanks to the 
unconditional support of all those who collaborate number 
a number, and our readers.

Today we have a publication with more than 100 pages    

EDITORIALEDITORIAL
Latin Drummers | Editorial
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Latin Drummers | Editorial

top-notch content, and we’ve already surpassed the 
3,000 downloads!

Latin Drummers closes the year in a big way and we crown 
his last installment with a great interview with Pipi Piazzolla, 
undisputed benchmark in the national and international 
arena whom I personally admire not only for his talent and 
execution but also his Vision, his humility and teaching 
vocation that makes him a true Great artist. 
Thank you all for being there, see you in 2021 :)

Juan Manuel Arena 
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PERCUSSION ENSEMBLES GATHERING:

ARGENTINA 
FULL OF DRUMS

By Mailen Eliges
@maileneliges

Latin Drummers | Argentina full of Drums 7

I think we agree when saying that one of the richest 
parts of percussion (and also of this magazine) is the 
variety of instruments, techniques, styles, sounds and 
rhythms, as well as the community of percussionists 
and that need to play, with other instruments.

That is why I want to bring you closer to a very 
important part, although not so visible, that is growing 
more and more within percussion in Argentina, and 
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that is symphonic percussion. This academic branch 
is often forgotten among classical music and sheet 
music, and it has so much to contribute.

Throughout the years, it was understood that a 
comprehensive learning of percussion was essential 
for any percussionist musician. Being able to play in any 
dynamic range that the drum has, with the speed that 
is acquired in a xylophone, being able to play marimbas 
expressively and with spice like in the congas, without 
doubt they can make you a great drummer or session 
player for any given style.

Latin Drummers | Argentina full of Drums
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With this idea of growth and enrichment, and plenty 
musical resources, the Percussion Ensembles 
were born. These are large formations of solely and 
exclusively percussion instruments. With composers 

like Vic Firth and Ney Rosauro, very 
complete works began to be heard, and 
later, with musicians like Gary Burton 
with adaptations by Astor Piazzolla, 
these two worlds (academic and 
popular) intersected and resulted in 
great productions.

In Latin America, the tradition of 
ensembles is very hip, from each 
conservatory with its symphonic 
percussion ensemble, to each 
candombe string (line), batucada, 
joined by drummers or Afro-Cuban 

percussion jams.

One of the biggest percussive events of the year 
in Argentina is the Astor Piazzolla Conservatory 
Percussion Ensemble Meeting, which, with this 
stamp of crossing the classical and popular 
worlds, of sharing ideas, techniques and 
languages, has just celebrated its 9th edition 
in 2020 virtually, with guests such as Pipi 
Piazzolla, Vivi Pozzebón, Andrea Alvarez, Antonio 
Trapanotto, Alex Leys, Ney Rosauro, Andrea Venet, 
Tony Miceli, Giulliana Merello, El Perro Rodriguez, 

Latin Drummers | Argentina full of Drums

With composers like Vic 
Firth and Ney Rosauro, 
very complete works 
began to be heard, and 
later, with musicians 
like Gary Burton with 
adaptations by Astor 
Piazzolla, these two worlds 
(academic and popular) 
intersected and resulted in 
great productions.”
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Sergio Graziosi, Santiago 
Vazquez, Tommy Sainz, 
the Tchá Degga Dá and 
Lucho Pellegrini schools, 
among many other artists 
from Australia, China, 
Europe, the United States 
and all of Latin America.

This meeting began as an 
invitation from different 

ensembles from various conservatories to share 
their experiences, with the occasional guest who 
offered a clinic or masterclass for students. But 
over the years the invitation was extended to all 
percussionists, solo drummers, candombe strings, 
African percussion ensembles, taiko, sign language, 
murga, marching and even drum ensembles.

Its director, Marina Calzado Linage, maintains 
that it is of utmost importance to generate these 
rooms of collective construction, where the 
community of percussionists of all styles and 
generations, from academic and popular music, 
can meet and nourish themselves from the 
exchange. Therefore, the doors are always open 
to anyone who wants to participate, from drums, 
maracas or timbales, listening or playing, but 
being part of the community.

Latin Drummers | Argentina full of Drums
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And this is why today I want to invite you to get 
to know this world of ensembles, to participate 
in percussion gatherings, to listen to music with 
these instruments and to share the love for 
drumheads from new points of view, because 
many times, being drummers that we carry alone 
the foundation of music, we miss a great part of 
the experience.

All the masterclasses, teacher tips, clinics, 
interviews and recitals of this last Percussion 
Ensemble Meeting are available with free access 
on the YouTube channel of the Astor Piazzolla 
Music Conservatory

Keep playing the drums! 

Latin Drummers | Argentina full of Drums
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KUTRAL STICK
NEW RELEASE

NAHUEL GAUNA
KUTRAL STICK

Latin Drummers | New Release

@latin.drummers

New signature i3dNut specialty stick with Nahuel Gauna.
We had the chance of testing it and talk with
Luis Poeta (i3dNut manager) and Nahuel 
getting some insight on these amazing products.

13
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At first glance we see the 
sticks have an exceptional 
construction. Strong and 
resistant as usual by this 
brand. Weighing 50.6 grams 
and with a total length of 40 
cm, they have an excellent 
grip and they are very 
comfortable to grip. They feel 
well balanced.

How did arise the proposal of 
working together? 
Nahuel: Since my beginnings the 
brand always gave me a place 
to get involved in tests, until 
they gave me the great news 
of working totally together for 
achieve this product Kutral Stick. 

We did several tests with different thicknesses and 
measures looking for a resistant stick, yet versatile 
and comfortable for the person holding them in 
their hands.

What characteristics were taken into account 
when time to design and develop?
Nahuel: We jointly designed a movable rimshot 
and a custom ring to generate safety and longer 
product life.

Latin Drummers | New Release
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We think of KUTRAL as Name. 
“Fire” in mythology Mapuche. 
A tool that every drummer 
should have in his hands.

Luis: One of the distinctive 
characteristic , is that they 
are not made of wood as 
usual, but made of plastic, 
and with Love. 

The fact that they are made 
of plastic, gives us one more 
sound, brighter than the wood. 
Also, being able to regulate 
the opening of the rods, has 

the particularity of switch to a more drumstick-like 
sound or even of some brushes scent. 

The process and development with Nahuel led 
us almost 6 months, some product testers were 
Pedro Cobra (Drum Tech of Gabriel Pedernera, 
Diego Arcaute, stage manager of Eruca Sativa), 
among others. Pedrito is also a great person. And 
the amazing Juan Comas de “Las Pastillas del 
Abuelo” band who is always giving me a hand with 
the tests.
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When is the official launch and how do you can 
you buy them?
Luis: The official launch was 12/12/20 and  they 
can be purchased from our website: www.i3dnut.
mitíanube.com.

Instagram accounts for inquiries are @nahue_ 
gauna_, and @i3dNut. But the sales channel itself is 
that of the online store, where you’d get shipping 
costs and see all the rest of our i3dNut products
 

Latin Drummers | New Release
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TECHNIQUES
PEDAL
TECHNIQUES

Walter Ariel Baum
@wbaum

Latin Drummers | Pedal Techniques
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How are you? I hope that very good! Today we are going to 
continue with the heel up / heel down rebound technique 
and I hope you have progressed from the previous issue. 
Remember to always work hard; no matter how much 
progress is not yet noticed, it will surely appear in a short time, 
please don’t let you down! Finally, I send you a big hug and 
I hope you finish this year in the best way, and start the next 
one better. Happy Holidays to everyone!

17
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Pedal techniques
Heel up / heel down 
low bounce
Today we will continue 
working the lower 
extremities, but don’t 
forget to exercise the 
upper ones; That is a 
big mistake that many 
drummers generally tell 
me: they neglect certain 
limbs to study others, and 
we must be at 100%, since 
they are all very important 
and complement each 
other, don’t forget it.

Movements must be smooth and very organic, 
that is to say, natural. Emphasize that concept; 
don’t look for volume at the beginning, just 
relaxed mobility.

1 - In these examples that I share today, drums 
appear simply as possible ideas.

2 - Remember to play the exercises with both feet 
on the pedals if you use a double pedal or double 
bass drum, and if you do not have that option, sit 
backwards as you usually do, that is: if you are 
right-handed, you do it as left-handed. the reverse.

Latin Drummers | Pedal Techniques 
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Latin Drummers | Pedal Techniques 

3 - Doing these examples by stepping on 
the hi hat will serve to create other ideas to 
“orchestrate” different rhythms when playing 
perhaps with your band or your songs.

4 - It is important to remember that these 
exercises, like those to come, can be expanded 
with some variations published in the Latin 
Drummers 4 magazine.

5 - Play everything with the non-leading foot.

6 - One measure per foot, two measures per foot.

7 - One pulse per foot, two pulses per foot.

8 - Hi hat with weaker hand and stronger hand on 
snare drum, etc.

 For any questions or concerns, you can write 
to me at:

. YouTube: Pedal Techniques - WALTER ARIEL BAUM

. Facebook: Walter Ariel Baum / 1 and 2

. Instagram: @walterarielbaum

. Email: walterarielbaum@hotmail.com

. Cell +54 9 11 4092-9541
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Check these ones out in my Youtube Playlist and subscribe to my 
Channel if you would

www.youtube.com/user/librotecnicasdepedal
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Walter Ariel Baum
Walter Ariel Baum is an Argentine musician who began his professional career in 1988. He studied drums with Gabriel 
Ganzo, Marcelo Frezia, Tristán Taboada, Pepi Taveira, Chiche Heger and Eloy Michelini, among other teachers, and also 
in EMPA, symphonic percussion in EMBA Carlos Morel. In this institution he works as a teacher and formed the popular 
Drumset chair in 2012. He has also taught private classes since the mid-90s in different institutions. As a drummer he 
was in many projects of various musical styles, and he came to share the stage with international artists. He is the author 
of the books Double Bass, a form of expression (2003), Messages in Code (2006), Initial Level (2010) and Pedal 
Techniques (2013). He is a columnist for Latin Drummers and Bateristas al Sur magazines, and conducts clinics and 
workshops in different locations. Throughout his career he won five awards for his lifetime. He works as a Drum Doctor 
/ Tech both in studio and live. As a session player with different music producers he recorded albums and musical 
curtains for radio and TV. Together with a group of colleagues he has a comprehensive record production company. With 
his Intervention Baum project, he released three albums: Argentine tribute to Slayer (2009), Romances from beyond 
(2010), Death, Argentine tribute. He has participated in different radios and magazines, and makes video reviews on 
batteries, in addition to repairing and maintaining drum equipment. He uses the following brands, which represent him: 
Axis Percussion, Paiste, Evans, Pro.Mark, Pearl, Argon, Elpeñon, Harmonic Stop, Greenwich and Sky Gym.
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Latin Drummers | Drumset History : Part 1

@latin.drummers

IN THIS NEW THREE-PART SERIES ON LATIN DRUMMERS 
WE WILL NAVIGATE THROUGH THE HISTORY AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE DRUM SET, AS WELL AS THE 
EVENTS THAT LED TO ITS CREATION AND CONTRIBUTED 
TO ITS EVOLUTION.

DRUMSET

(PART 1)HISTORYHISTORY
22

By Alex Leys  
@leysdrum
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s many of you already know, I am a history nerd, I fervently 
believe that knowing our past as a species helps us 

create a better present and, therefore, to leave a better future 
for those who will follow us. This is equally applicable to our 
instrument, which, despite being so young and barely 100 
years old, has an unknown history for most players and, 
even more so, for the youngest. In this new three-part series 
on Latin Drummers we will navigate through the history and 
development of the drum set, as well as the events that led to 
its creation and contributed to its evolution.

Part 1: 1865-1917
Our journey begins in 1865. Why on that particular date? 
Because that’s when the end of the American Civil War was 
declared and, with it, the abolition of slavery for African 
Americans and their descendants. This made it possible 
for them to freely belong, participate, and contribute their 
cultural baggage to American society and, of course, to 
their music.

In those years, the predominant popular styles and music 
were Marching Bands and classical music. In both, cymbals, 

Latin Drummers | Drumset History : Part 1
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drum and bass drum were played by several 
people, each with an instrument.

But as is often the case in other areas, Economy 
dictates the course of events, and orchestras 
were no exception. Because they wanted to cut 
costs, they required percussion musicians to 
play more than one instrument at a time. It was 

thus that drummers (not 
yet called that way) began 
to experiment with possible 
ways of playing the drum 
and the kick drum at the 
same time.

Basically, if the drummer had 
a drum stand (rare at the time, 
since there were only the 
classical type for orchestras 
and they were very tall), the 
bass drum was put on a chair 
and played with the stick, or 
vice versa. This new style 

became known as Double Drumming and for many 
years it was the most effective form of playing.

The music was still quite rudimental, derived from 
the military and, predominantly, in two beats. 
There were still years for syncopation to appear.

Latin Drummers | Drumset History : Part 1

Double 
Drumming
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In the 1890s, Ragtime was 
the fashionable beat, and 
the migration waves were 
a record across America. 
Immigrants from all over the 
world came to the United 
States in search of a better 
future, bringing with them 
their customs and, of course, 
their music and instruments, 
which were quickly included in 
the Double Drumming sets.

Turkish plates, Chinese toms 
or Korean temple blocks were 
added to the already classic 
snare and bass drum. These 
sets, known as “Contraptions” 
and abbreviated as “Traps”, 
also ended up giving their 
names to the performers, 
called “Trap Dummers”, who 
worked in Ragtime orchestras, 
Vaudevile theaters and radios.

However, despite various 
attempts and prototypes, 
there was an unsolved 
problem: how to play the 
bass and snare drum at the 

Latin Drummers | Drumset History : Part 1
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same time. Various attempts 
since the mid-1870s were 
incorporated into the drums, 
but none ended up being 
effective or durable. The most 
common was the hanging kick 
pedal, which hooked to the top 
rim of the kick drum and had 
a very long bar connecting 
it to the pedal below. These 
models were easily broken 
and way too impractical.

But 1909 came, just 112 years 
ago, and Ludwig & Ludwig 

patented the first operable and functional kick 
pedal. The wonderful thing is that 111 years later, 
all modern pedals retain the original structure and 
idea of that one. Even the recent Sonor design of 
the Jojo Mayer Perfect Balance pedal included not 
only the single post design of the Ludwig, but also 
the idea of it being foldable for easy portability 
(remember, no musician in 1909 owned a vehicle - 
in fact, almost no one could have a car!).

This invention generated a true revolution, since 
for the first time, the Trap Drummer could be 
dedicated to the snare drum, effects and other 
instruments, while playing the kick drum at the 
same time.

Latin Drummers | Drumset History : Part 1

Pedal de bombo 
colgante de 
1875
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Now we travel just a few 
years into the future and 
we find ourselves in 1913. 
The drummers were having 
problems with the volume 
and were always accused of 
playing too loud. Remember 
that there were no means 
of amplification and all the 
instruments were acoustic, 
so you had to find a way to 
play, but without generating 
so much volume. This 
solution arrived on March 
18, 1913 with the patent for 
what was literally called “Fly 
Knack”, and which today we 
know as brushes.

But what about music? Because we cannot 
separate the evolution of the instrument, of the 
music that provokes and drives its growth.

In 1917 another historical event took place: the 
New Orleans band called the Original Dixieland 
Jazz Band traveled to New York to make what 
would become the the first recording of a jazz 
album and, therefore, the first recording of 
a drum set in history. It is worth saying that 
recording technology allowed the development 

Latin Drummers | Drumset History : Part 1

Pedal Ludwig 1909
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of the style, since it made 
it possible to record 
improvisations (something 
unthinkable until now) and, 
thus, get others to listen and 
enjoy a musician improvising 
and creating in real time.

This recording made New 
Orleans music very popular, and 
many New Orleans musicians 
moved to New York and Chicago. 
Such was the case with Baby 
Dodds, who was a true pioneer 
of the instrument and one of the 
first to be able to play solos.

Upon that time, no drummer did solos, just 
some fill a few bars. Baby Dodds became known 
for being able to execute several bars of fills 
(“dropping bombs” was called at that time, a 
good drummer was the one who “dropped better 
bombs”) and began to give it a unified form 
to achieve what we could already identify as 
drumset solo.

Also in those years, they began to combine the 
rudimental style used to date with the Ragtime, 
more syncopated and swung, and orchestrating 
accents on the bass drum spicing it up with the 

Latin Drummers | Drumset History : Part 1

Patente 
de escobillas 
1913
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multiple instruments at their reach. Thus began 
the development of the jazz drumming style

To be continued...

Alex Leys is an international Drumset Solo 
Artist, also an international educator for DW 
Drums, Zildjian, Remo and Vic Firth.

Latin Drummers | Drumset History : Part 1
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THE FAMOUS QUESTION; “WHICH CAME 
FIRST, THE CHICKEN OR THE EGG” IN 
THIS CASE IT DOES NOT APPLY. THE 
SOUND BEGINS WITH THE MUSICIAN. By Tano Cavalletti  

@sebastiantanocavalletti

AT HOME
RECORDING DRUMS

CHAPTER 2: THE MUSICIAN

AT HOME

30
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nstruments do not have a life of their own 
nor do they sound autonomously; they react 

to the way we touch them. Thus, when they tell 
us “the drums sound very strong”, we could 
correct that phrase, since the drums sound only 

if a musician plays it. 
So, the volume is the 
responsibility of whoever 
generates it, as well as 
many other aspects: 
nuances, contrasts, 
harmonics, tone, etc. 
Recorded sounds begin 
with the musician that 
produces them.

When recording at 
home, we must take 
into account the nature 
of the project that 
we will record: are we 
recording for ourselves 
or for someone else?
 

  When we record for ourselves, both to 
experiment and to share good quality content on 
social media, we will make all the decisions: what 
to record, how to sound, how to mix and edit the 
audio, etc.

  When we record for another person, “on 

Latin Drummers | Drum Doctor
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demand”, we must prioritize the requirements 
that they have; producer, artist or whoever that 
has hired us.
 

  When we are hired to record from our home 
studio, we must be very responsible with the 
orders we receive, which considerably reduces 
the range of options; we are recording on 
demand. And if we efficiently fulfill our clients’ 
requests, we will ensure a permanent workflow. 
Happy customer = the best advertising.
 
If we are recording for someone else, it is 
extremely important to note that we almost 
always send natural audios from the drums. We 
do not process them with any type of effects, 
so whoever receives the drum tracks can apply 
the processes and plugins they want.

This objective is very important: to record 
drums as if there were no plugins. Let’s imagine 
that the natural audio we record is so good that 
no plug-ins will be needed to fix the problems; 
this is “the” key to a good drum take. There 
should be no mistakes of any kind: neither in 
the performance as musicians, nor in the taking 
of sounds.
 

Latin Drummers | Drum Doctor
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Recording at home can be a 
very complex task, because 
the actions that several people 
generally carry out we have 
to do ourselves: learn the 
song, interpret the client’s 
instructions, tune the drums, 
place the microphones, 
control the phases, set up the 
recording session. recording 
in the program we use, taking 
good audios and checking 

that everything goes well, recording, deciding 
if what we have done is correct, sending a 
first download to the client, taking their input 
in return and re-recording what is necessary, 
charging the work and, finally, send the tracks 
according to the specifications of the person 
who hires us. All of this, of course, is a lot for 
one person and we run the risk of something 
going wrong. But the more we do it, the more 
skilled we will become at all these tasks.
  
How do we send the tracks?
If our client uses the same recording program 
(DAW) as us (for example, Protools, Ableton, 
Reaper, Cubase or Nuendom), we can send 
the recording session plus the audio files.

Latin Drummers | Drum Doctor

IMPORTANT
before recording, we must 
always ask our client the  
sampling frequency and 
bit resolution in which 
they want us to do it: the  
most popular are usually 
44.1 Hz-16 bits or 48 Hz-24 
bits.
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In case we work with 
different recording 
systems, we will 
send a folder with 
the consolidated wav 
files, one file for each 
drum channel.
  

The 10 most frequent mistakes when 
recording from home

 The cymbals sound very strong and sharp
  Audio saturated / out of phase
  The snare vibrates in sympathy with the toms
  The bass drum does not have enough “kick” or “low”
  Excessive bleeding (seepage)
  Excessively long or dissonant harmonics  in toms
  The drum tuned too sharp, lacking body, and played         

with excess rimshot
 The drum sounds “isolated”: it is not integrated into 
the general mix
 The rooms sound bad
 Overhead / room microphones do not capture 

the character of the general / room drums; they only 
have saucers.

Latin Drummers | Drum Doctor
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An example is worth a thousand 
words
It is key to work with references, 
either for yourself or for work as 
session players. I recommend 
having a north as clear as possible; 
know exactly where we want 
to go with the recording, with 
respect to both the audio and the 
performance.
It helps a lot to take an already 
recorded song, a YouTube or 
Spotify link for example.

 
The big goal is to become an artistic producer 
who records drums from home, and not a 
drummer who records drums. Expand our 
musical, technical, aesthetic and sonic vision 
when taking Making and recording is a highly 
recommended north.
 
Auto-Mixer
Does this scenario sound familiar to you ?: 
“I have been playing drums for many years, 
but when I start recording, I realize that it is a 
different language. To get good results, I have to 
tune and play differently ”.
 
Deconstruct ourselves and start over
In “the logic of the microphone”, you hear things 

Latin Drummers | Drum Doctor

REMEMBER THIS!

When you learn to mix, you 
play mixed

When you learn to equalize, 
you play equalized

When you learn to 
compress, you play 
compressed

When you learn to produce, 
you play produced
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that we have never 
heard. The microphone 
is like an audio 
microscope, a bionic 
ear that listens in 
detail to our smallest 
errors. We have to 
learn to handle that 
pressure and enjoy it, 
in parallel to improve 
all those “details” that 
we discover in the 
recordings, almost like 

“radiographs of our audio.” This is part of our 
evolutionary process and the responsibility we 
have as remote recording musicians.

Our muscle memory when playing the drums 
has always recognized a “master volume”. 
We play all the drums high or low, but have 
we ever wondered if we can turn the volume 
down just with the right hand, as if it were the 
potentiometer on a console?

Our goal is to achieve such a dynamic 
independence in the body that allows us to 
blend naturally as if it were a sound console, 
as if we were a car console that can lower and 
raise the volume of each member independently 
of the other.
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“The” formula to improve the 
natural mixture

  Strong on the bass drum
  Medium in Snare Drum
  Soft on cymbals

  
Pairing
Deconstructing our ego is 
key. We are always making 
decisions in context, making 
pairings between all the 
variables available: type of 
music, instrument, tuning, room 
acoustics, type of microphones 

and their location, etc.

Good producer’s talent resides is to combine 
these variables in such a way that the final result 
is beautiful (according to the criteria of whoever 
corresponds: artist, producer or whoever decides).
  

Three common pairing options
  Pairing between the sounds of the drum 

(cymbals, drums, kick drums, toms, accessories, 
tuning, etc.).

  Pairing between the drummer and the room 
where we record (a very lively, bright and reverberant 
room, or a very dry and controlled room)

Latin Drummers | Drum Doctor

IMPORTANT
The secret is in the 
general microphones 
(overheads and rooms), 
because they give us an 
inclusive (not fragmented) 
perception of the 
instrument. Let’s practice 
improving the overall mix 
by recording with just two 
overhead microphones.
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  Pairing between the drums and the music 
we will record (how the bass is combined or 
complemented with the kick drum, the snare drum 
and the cymbals, with the general character of the 
song, etc.).
  
Monitoring (speakers and headphones)
As the great sound engineers say: the most 
important tool in a studio is monitoring. It is the 
element through which we listen to what we have 
recorded and make important decisions based on 
what we hear. Monitoring prints a certain personality 
according to its technical characteristics, design and 
the acoustics of the room.

According to the monitoring we carry out, we will 
make decisions. So to make good decisions, we must 
have good monitoring.

Other engineers add to this statement the 
following: it is very important to know the 
monitoring well; In other words, what frequencies 
are there and what are missing in the monitoring is 
key to making good decisions.

This does not mean that we have to rush to buy 
expensive studio monitors, and that without them 
we cannot make good recordings.
 

Latin Drummers | Drum Doctor
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To start, I recommend the following process:
Listen to the reference music as far as 
speaker and headphones are available 
to establish the parameters and 
personalities of each monitor.

Then listen to the recording on the same 
monitors. Go through each of them.

Compare with the original reference: 
do they sound similar? What to adjust? 
Audio references represent our north, 
both when we record for ourselves and 
when we record for someone else; is 
what orders our search. An example is 
worth a thousand words: does it sound 

similar or nothing to do with the reference?

“The” formula to improve recordings
  RECORD    LISTEN    CORRECT (tuning, 

gain, phase, performance, position of the 
microphones, etc. it is key to identify where is 
the “short circuit” that prevents reaching the 
objective)   RECORD AGAIN

Let’s reflect together 
We must bear in mind that our listening is constantly 
evolving: the longer we record, the more it will evolve. 
Let’s make a parallel with another sense: taste. Our 
palate has been evolving. If we remember what 

Latin Drummers | Drum Doctor

“The most important 
tool in a studio is 
monitoring. It is the 
element through which 
we listen to what 
we have recorded 
and make important 
decisions based on 
what we hear.”
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flavors we liked (or not) years ago, we may notice that 
now we have a different perception of them; There have 
been changes thanks to all the experiences we have 
accumulated trying different things.

If we transfer that process to audio, the more we record, 
each time we will discover brand new materials. We will 
improve the recording processes, sound making and 
tuning, we will refine our criteria when making decisions, 
etc. The ear will slowly evolve, recognizing differences 
that were previously imperceptible to us.

In my case, if I listen to my recordings from 15 years 
ago and compare them with the current ones, I can 
see very clearly how I have evolved. What happened in 
between? Fifteen years and many hours of accumulated 
experiences that have made me change.

There are no shortcuts: + hours + experience = better results
  
SOUND IS STUDIED AND PRACTICED 

Latin Drummers | Drum Doctor
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DRUMMERS

December 2020? Is this checked? At what point did 
everything happen? Not even in a year as particular 
as this, in which many things happened very 
slowly, could we escape the ephemerality of time. 
We have already reached the end of another year, 
and with it comes the time to look back and see 
who we were 12 months ago and who we are now.

We changed? Do we improve? Did we grow? Did we 
achieve the goals that we had set for ourselves for 
this year? This is where we have to put excuses 
aside and take stock with clarity that allow us to 
see the course of our days and, thus, be able to 
adjust the compass in the right direction.

DRUMMERS
School

Latin Drummers | Drummers School

BY Juan Bardot  
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We have already learned the values of the figures 
and their location on the staff. We already talked 
about the different metrics that exist; We did stick 
control exercises, and we also talked about the 
posture and grip of the sticks. This time I want 
to leave you with some of the most frequent or 
easiest rhythms to find in popular songs when 
playing drums. For this I took the measure or 
rhythmic pattern that predominates in each of 
the songs. I’m going to ask you, when reading this 
note, to have a device to check the songs with me 
and thus follow the rhythm with your eyes and the 
music with your ears.

Let’s get started 
BASES RÍTMICAS ROCK-POP EN 4/4

The first song that we are going to search 
on our device is a true rock and roll classic 

of all time: “Back in Black”, by ACDC. If there is 
anyone who does not know it, please, I want to be 
introduced.

Latin Drummers | Drummers School
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This is the best example of the phrase always heard 
and often undervalued “less is more.” One of the most 
popular songs in rock history has as its preponderance 
the simplest base of this rhythm in 4/4. Hi hat on 
eighth notes, and quarter notes on kick and drum. 
We will never know what would have happened if 
Phil Rudd, the band’s original drummer, had played 
another rhythmic base: would the song have been as 
successful as it was? But we can certainly confirm that 
he knew what the subject needs.

The second song we are going to listen to is 
“Boulevard of Broken Dreams”, by Green Day. 

The drummer behind the headphones is Tré Cool.Esta 

This song maintains a simple structure on the drums 
but at beat 3, unlike the previous example. Play eighth 
notes on the kick drum, meaning that just by adding a 
kick drum, the structure already sounds different, but 
it is still very effective.

Regarding Tré, did you know that in addition to drums 
he knows how to play the guitar and the accordion?

Latin Drummers | Drummers School
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The last example that we are going to see 
and hear on 4/4 is “American Woman”, in 

Lenny Kravitz’s version. The drummer who gives 
that powerful and catchy groove to the song is 
the great Cindy Blackman.

This is another rhythmic structure very similar 
to the first one. Only one kick is added, but this 
time, at beat 2. After the beat of the drum, we 
place a kick drum on the second eighth note 
(from beat 2) and this again leaves two kicks in a 
row as in example 2, but in another place of the 
beat, which gives it a totally different sound.

RHYTHMIC BLUES-SHUFFLE BASES IN 6/8 AND 12/8
Now we are going to take three examples of 
popular and effective ternary structures that 
we can apply to our songs:

Again let’s start with one of those songs 
known worldwide. The chosen band is 

Metallica, and the song, “Nothing else matters”, 

Latin Drummers | Drummers School
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included in the black album of the year 1992.

Another example of a simple rhythmic base with 
the right and necessary hits. If we only take the first 
measure as an example, the song has the minimum 
and necessary beats (dotted quarter note on kick 
drum and dotted quarter note on drum).

In this case we are going to listen to a song 
by Viejas locas, a national rock band from 
Argentina: “Me gustas mucho (I like you a 

lot)”, which is part of the “especial” album.

Here we have another rhythmic variant that can 
help us compose our songs or understand those 
of other artists we listen to: the shuffle.

This rhythm is achieved by taking the second hi 
hat out of the blues rhythmic base that contains 
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three hihats. In this way, hi hat 3 and hi hat 1 are 
“put together”.

The last example that we are going to see in 
this note to apply to our gigs is “Mi Buen Amor 

(My good love)”, by Mon Laferte.

This example might be the most popular when playing 
a base with a typical blues rhythmic structure.

Any of these examples is simple to play on the drums, 
easy to understand and read, but highly effective 
in supporting the structure of a song. Let us always 
remember that the most important thing is the song, 
not what “I want to play”.

I hope this article has been useful to you, and if you 
want to leave me more suggestions for the next 
articles, you can do it on my Instagram (Juanobardot) 
or on the one at school (Drumsandlove). I wish you a 
great end to this unique year and a good start to 2021. 
Huge Drum hug!

3
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he year 2020 will remain etched in the memory 
of humanity, and also in the history of Chinese 

Bándalos. The group from Beccar recorded Paranoia Pop, 
their most recent album, at the Sonic Ranch studios 
in Texas, under the watchful eye of Adán Jodorowsky, 
a producer with whom they had already worked on 
Bach (2018), in the same studio in the American desert. 
. Until then, the group’s routine was normal. But then, 
the pandemic struck and COVID-19 became the news of 
the main networks and newspapers in the world. What 
came after we all know.

After the quarantine in Argentina, the group led by 
Goyo Degano in voice set out to present the material 

TBándalos Chinos.
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in a distinctive and atypical way: they put together 
a musical in the style of the Broadway greats and 
performed a show on October 29 at the Movistar 
Arena (a venue for 15 thousand people in times of 
non-pandemic), which included an orchestra led by 
Mateo Rodo, dancers, clowns, actresses and actors. 
All this, without an audience, in an atypical scenario 
for any band. The musical-concert was transmitted 
by streaming and was a successful call, reaching 
thousands of people in Argentina, Chile, Paraguay, 
Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Spain and other countries. As 
Matías Verduga, drummer of Bándalos Chinos and 
protagonist of this interview, confesses, “without a 
pandemic this musical would not have been made.”

The Argentine group knew how to find the return to 
adversity and ended up mounting a conceptual work 
that required arduous work of many hours, but that 
exceeded expectations. Now, with two vaccines to 
prevent COVID-19 already reserved for Argentina and 
a third that has already produced results (Pfizer’s will 
not arrive in the country for now, but its effectiveness 
has also been proven), the light at the end of the 
tunnel begins to shine. be seen. And the opening of 
activities in the country allowed the band to return to 
live in November: first it was an acoustic show at CC 
Recoleta and then another, with a full band, at Niceto.

Latin Drummers | Matías Verduga
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At the end of that 
month, Latin Drummers 
contacted the drummer 
of Bándalos Chinos to 
talk about everything 
related to the Paranoia 
Pop musical: what it 
is like to present an 
album in a stadium for 
15 thousand people, 
but totally empty!; 
the details about the 
album’s recording in the 

United States, the sound of his drums and his audio 
preferences, what led him to play drums, and more. 
A relaxed chat, like the rhythm of “Sin Signal”, with 
Matías Verduga. The important thing is the groove and 
that the song moves; this is something the musician 
is acutely aware of. And so you can hear it on Paranoia 
Pop, the latest album by the Argentine combo.

You recently played live again. How did you feel 
after such a long time?
Yes! It felt weird, but great. The Recoleta Cultural 
Center was in acoustic format, thinking about the 
melodic section of the band. And the Niceto thing 
took place within the framework of a cycle where 
the most important venues in Buenos Aires got 
together. We have had a very good relationship with 
Niceto for years, and for this opportunity we received 

Latin Drummers | Matías Verduga
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an invitation from him. This was to return to the 
whole band format, with an audience, and to return 
to the PA. As a drummer, I approach a live show in 
a very different way than a recording. I feel more 
pressure in a recording than in a concert, because 
during a show you are giving away your music and 
everything is more ephemeral: even a fill. The energy 
and adrenaline of the concerts are irreplaceable; On 
the other hand, in a recording everything is more 
tense, you have to control each thing, each hit. This 

date was like returning to the primary state 
of everything.

The musical with which they presented 
Paranoia Pop was a streaming success: 
people from Argentina, Chile, Peru, 
Ecuador, Spain and other countries 

joined. What can you tell about that experience? 
What was it like to create a musical in the middle 
of a pandemic?
The musical was something that gave us the 
guideline that we did something this year and left 
a mark, beyond the release of the album. With all 
the virtual album release being, we had no way 
of measuring the impact or seeing if people really 
liked it.

For us, the musical was a realization as a team 
and as a band. Apart from Paranoia Pop, I will 
remember 2020 for the pandemic and for the 

“For us, the 
musical was a 
realization as a 
team and as
 a band.” 
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musical. Without 
a pandemic, the 
musical would not 
have come out. 
It was perhaps a 
way of reinventing 
ourselves and 
accommodating 
ourselves to 
launch the LP, in 
a novel way and 
with a different 

twist. It was a great challenge at an infrastructure 
level, at an economic level, and in terms of 
equipment and music.

Playing with an orchestra must have required 
extra effort.
Yes, totally. We played with the Big Paraná Band 
orchestra. We had to put everything together and 
add independent people to carry out this project. 
We sent each other to do it and things had to be 
corrected on the run. Just as it brought moments 
of stress, later it gave us a lot of satisfaction and 
joy. And also a eeling that is typical of the musical, 
generated by the fact that there is a cast and a 
group of people pulling to the same side. That was 
magical. We put on the Paranoia Pop show in two 
acts, well in the musical style. That’s where Tomás 
“Tomo” Terzano came into play, the director of all 

Latin Drummers | Matías Verduga
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our video clips, a person who is constantly lowering 
an aesthetic line and who is now part of the team. 
He had several ideas about putting this musical in 
a kind of limbo, of heaven, so that it would not be 
known where we were playing.

You’ve played at the Movistar Arena, a venue for 15 
thousand people. But without people.
Yes, it is a giant place, we still do not have that level 
of convocation. We would never have reached the 
Movistar Arena if it weren’t for the pandemic. We 
found ourselves in a huge, desolate place, without 
an audience, and we had to intervene in order to 
put all our music into action so that it reaches the 
viewer’s eyes in an unusual way. The crazy thing 
was that Tomo Terzano made the whole technique 
staff dress up as little angels: sound engineers, 
technicians, cameras, all of them disguised as 

Latin Drummers | Matías Verduga
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angels. The stage included a led screen ceiling 
with thousands of mobiles: we tried to occupy 
the whole place and have fun, with the premise 
of changing the set. It was like you were going 
through different places and sensations. Dancers, 
actresses and actors appeared. It was very cute. 
The strange thing is that, due to a question of 
social distancing, we could not even say hello.

Aside from the challenge of making a production 
at the Movistar Arena, the unusual thing was to 
do this in the middle of a pandemic. It was an 
incredible job and we made a wonderful team. Next 
year we may upload it to YouTube, but for now we 
have it saved.

The show required a great display on a huge stage 
and without an audience. At the same time, you 
had to interact with an orchestra. How did you 
solve things at the monitoring level? What did you 
ask the engineer?
Obviously I had it very difficult, because I 
usually have a PA and a sub to feel the kick of 
the bass drum: not very strong, because I put 
it behind the seat to feel the bass. But in this 
case, I didn’t have that, and monitoring was 
difficult. I have a console next to the battery; 
there I get two canon XLR cables and I have 
a stereo mix. Also, I have two Shure Se425 
headphones that work very well. That day, 
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without the sub and 
without the PA, I felt 
strange. But hey, you 
have to go out and 
play the same and 
make use of your 
muscle memory. It 
is part of being a 
musician. It was also 
unusual to have the 
guys this far away, 
because the stage 
was 14x14. We are 
used to another way 
of playing. This time 
there wasn’t a single 
speaker ringing out: 
they all had in-ears; 
the director, the band, 
each and everyone.

What drum set did you use for that presentation?
I am using the same set as last year. The tuning 
of Paranoia Pop is very similar to the one I used in 
Bach (2018). Maybe now the drums have a bit more 
resonance, but the tuning is low. On this record 
I used several drums. On the Bach-like songs, I 
used a Ludwig Acrolite drum. And I added a Ludwig 
Supraphonic, with a lower tuning and a trigger, for 
heavier songs and with more punch, like “Paranoia 
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Pop” and “My way of being”.

The drums are a 1966 Ludwig Classic Maple, with 
a 22 ‘’ kick, 12 ‘’, 16 ‘’ toms and the two snare drums 
I mentioned. The cymbals are all Zildjian K, but 
I am looking forward to changing them. I think 
the cymbals reflect the moment you are going 
through. For example, I have a K pair of 13 inches 
hi hats, but I’m looking to go towards something 
of 15’. It’s something I have in mind for next year. 
I like my sound today, but I am not convinced of 
the relationship that the cymbals have with what 
the band requires. They are outstanding cymbals, 
anyway. But I don’t like how they marry my sound.

What you mention is important. The cymbals not 
only reflect your personal moment, but also that of 
the band, and an aesthetic and sound criteria. You 
wouldn’t use, for example, a Zildjian Z Custom to 
play in a pop band.
Of course, it is important to know when the band is 
and what its sound is. For example, on the EP En el 
aire or on the album I was never here, these cymbals 
suited perfectly, because I gave them everything. 
But for today, we are using lower dynamics. And that, 
at the Movistar Arena, I noticed that it had an impact, 
because I felt that a couple of awesome cymbals 
were out of context. But that’s how obsessive I am 
with audio (laughs). This whole streaming thing 
helped me a lot to listen to myself, to see things that 
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I can’t usually check. Today 
maybe I need warmer dishes, 
not with so much attack. 
When I’m live, sometimes I 
don’t realize it, but you can’t 
lie to the microphone. It is 
good that the drummers have 
an idea about how to improve 
these issues in relation to 
miking and recording. These 
are things that you learn by 
recording, playing and playing.

I wanted to ask you about 
the pattern of “Sin Signal”, 
one of the songs on the 
new album. The smooth 
sixteenth notes of the hi hat 
remind me of Jeff Porcaro. 

Was he one of your influences?
One of the audio references for “No Signal” was just 
Toto’s “Georgie Porgy”. Jeff Porcaro is an influence, 
yes, but late. I mean, we all listen to “Hold The Line” all 
the time, but I’ve never really gotten into Toto’s story. 
I’ve been studying Jeff Porcaro for one or two years, 
when I started taking classes with Cristian Judurcha. 
Cristian passes me a lot of “yeites” from Porcaro, and 
his touch is similar to what we are doing today with 
Bándalos Chinos. To play those grooves like him, I 
have to warm my hands well and have warmed up. 
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That is why I like a song like “No signal” as much. You 
have to practice it a lot.

Who were your references at the national level?
My first references were all the drummers of 
Luis Alberto Spinetta. I listened to Spinetta a 
lot with my uncles and noticed how the drums 
sounded. I enter “El Flaco” universe for Spinetta 
Jade. Pomo is a great influence for me; also Jota 
Morelli, Marcelo Novati, who plays in Exactas 
(1990). And of course, Cristian Judurcha, with 
whom I ended up studying. I love how he plays, 
the feeling of him, the likes of him. And besides, 
he is an excellent person, with whom you can 

exchange talks about music and life. 
I also really liked Daniel Colombres at 
the time of him. What I like about a 
drummer is his musicality, his imprint, 
his feeling when performing the song. 
I also want to mention One-Eyed Wirtz; 
You quickly recognize his touch when 
you hear it. And I want to add current 
musicians, such as the drummer of 
You Signal it to me: I like to listen to 
them, investigate them, see how they 
use the fills. And I think Pedro Bulgakov 
is terrific, he plays with Juan Ingaramo 

and has various projects.

“What I like about 
a drummer is 
his musicality, 
his imprint, his 
feeling when 
performing 
the song.”
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And from outside?
I grew up with Stewart Copeland from The Police. 
Of the current ones I really like Louis Cole and Nate 
Smith. Also Phil Collins and Manu Katché with Peter 
Gabriel. I watched a lot of DVDs with my brothers 
and the guys in the band. Obviously, I can mention 
Steve Gadd, Vinnie Colaiuta and Omar Hakim. I 
don’t dwell too much on fast drummers generally, 
although Louis Cole is one of them. I know that 
there are drummers who are incredible, like Thomas 
Pridgen or Tony Royster Jr., but everything throws 
me more on the musicality side. Steve Jordan has 
that: he plays a groove and everyone shuts their 
mouths. I’m never going to underestimate hyper-
technical drummers, don’t get it wrong, but I’m 
more of a songwriter musician. Anyway, I practice. 
Tomorrow I would like to be able to play bossa nova, 
jazz and more. I admire drummers who can play 
anything and can solo. Today, I’m in a stage based 
on the song. At the service of music, trying to 
provide what she needs.

Many of the drummers you mentioned can play 
multiple genres. But what you say about having 
good taste and being at the service of the song 
is very important. Sometimes the axis of what is 
important is lost. And I think you have to distinguish 
between a drummer from a band and a drummer 
from the drum industry.
Completely. And sometimes a lot of drummers in 
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the drum industry don’t 
end up performing in 
other projects. Hats off to 
those drummers who can 
play multiple styles well. 
It was difficult for me to 
understand that is a band 
drummer, because in many 
moments I wanted to be 
another type of musician. 
But I was always more 
on the side of the bands. 
In addition, for a time in 
my life I had to divide 

my musical activities with Architecture, a career 
that I studied for several years. That took away my 
practice time.

I am in favor of studying, of “ass-sitting hours” on 
drums, of reviewing technique. I did not let up in the 
quarantine, I was full with virtual classes and with 
the pad at all hours. Bándalos Chinos is changing 
all the time. It is a band that is going to ask me for 
different things and I have to be prepared.

Let’s go back to what was the recording of 
Paranoia Pop at the Sonic Ranch in Texas 
(USA). How did that experience turn out on a 
personal level?
It was something very enriching and I lived 

Matías Verduga. 
Bándalos Chinos.
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it, perhaps, in a more conscious way than 
the previous time, since we recorded Bach 
right there. At that time I did not know what 
I was going to find. On this album, Adan 
Jodorowsky, the producer, suggested lowering 
the dynamics further and having an even more 
muted drum sound. The dynamics were very 
worked with the live shows, so this time I had 
a lot more awareness when recording. Every 
day I would sit down to play drums an hour 
before recording, in order to warm up properly. 
I lived this recording with all the states of mind 
that you can go through in a month of life and 
work. The process that we carried out at Sonic 
Ranch made me learn a lot, because you spend 
a whole month 100% at the service of music. 
Adán Jodorowsky is extremely talented and 
you always take something from him with you. 
Same with Jerry Ordonez, the audio engineer; 
He is very thick and has worked on almost 
all the projects that go through the Ranch, 
including albums by great international artists.

By spending a month there, you are exposed 
to a wealth of knowledge that you incorporate 
on a daily basis.
Yes, totally. You get soaked in things, be it how 
they process the battery, how they are going 
to route it, where they are going to pass it, 
the EQ that they are putting into it. There you 
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begin to understand how your drums reach 
that audio and in what way you have to play. 
It is difficult, because sometimes you spend 
an hour trying until you achieve the desired 
toms and snare sound. It is quite a challenge; 
you have to arrive in the best possible way 
when pressing REC. I am usually dissatisfied 
(laughs). Very few times I tell you: “Che, I think 
it’s fine.” I always want to do one more.

Paranoia Pop was recorded on tape, right?
Yes, and when recording to tape we could only 
use 24 channels from the console. It was a 
faster process than Bach’s. We recorded all 

Matías Verduga. 
Bándalos Chinos.
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the drums first. We decided to do all the drum 
tracks at first, which was a very intense first 
week of work for me. All your creativity is put 
into play in one fell swoop. At Bach it was 
simpler, because we had a 60-channel Neve 
table and we did one song per day. Now I had 
to do two songs a day and I didn’t have much 
time to think. But I had already prepared for 
that in advance. You have to perform and be 
fully engaged. It is difficult for me to relax one 
hundred percent when recording, because I 
think that what I am recording is going to stay 
forever. The best usually comes out when you 
are stripped of all that mental baggage. But I 
also learned to relax a bit and understand that 
I had previously prepared to record. Ultimately, 
it’s all about wanting to do your best.

What led you to play the drums?
Just the other day I was looking at some photos 
of my childhood. It is very crazy, because 
there are photos in which I am 2 years old and 
I already appear with two drumsticks in hand. I 
guess it was the love of music that my uncles 
had. They had a band and my parents also got 
together to “zapar” (improvised jam). I fed on 
that. My uncle had a tremendous Remo drums 
and he taught me how to make my first beats. 
In fact, at age 7 I played the song “Estrella”, 
from Los Ratones Paranoicos, at her wedding. 
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Later, at 9, they gave 
me an Aquarian. I had 
her until I was 18 years 
old and with her I went 
to fifteen birthdays, 
parties, and so on. For 
reasons of space, I had 
it disassembled for a few 
years. So when it comes 
to arming and disarming, 
I have experience.

I feel identified. I 
also started with an 
Aquarian and had no 
space.
Really? I feel that the 

drumset appeared in my life. He used to build 
drumsets with buckets, basins, and so on. 
My mom and dad encouraged me and little by 
little I began to take the instrument seriously. 
The most formal and academic classes 
reached the age of 19. My first teacher was 
Maxi Larreta, who helped me a lot. With him I 
learned many things that could be achieved on 
drums. Later I studied with Nico Méndez, who 
made my playing very complex and helped me 
find my personality on drums. Then I was with 
Tomás Sáinz for a few months and now I study 
with Cristian Judurcha. I’ve always liked bands, 
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and every day I’m wondering what kind of 
drummer I want to be. The truth is that I want 
the drumset to accompany me throughout my 
life, so you have to prepare for that

Hernán Osuna 
Hernán Osuna is a drummer and journalist from Rosario. He was part 
of Benetnasch (Rammstein tribute) and he is currently the drummer for 
Flight (indie / alternative). As a journalist he worked in media such as 
RosarioRock.com, La Capital newspaper, Página / 12, DMAG (Buenos 
Aires), REC OR Play (Buenos Aires) and MariskalRock (Spain).

Presentation of 
their Musical 
Paranoia Pop at 
Movistar Arena
in BA
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always try in my classes to make the student 
understand what I consider a fundamental parallel 

between martial arts and the study of our instrument. 
Any martial art roots are the study of its movements 
and further decomposition of these in fragments, 
which are executed with extreme slowness. I once 
heard the phrase “muscle has memory”; nothing more 
truthful. Through slow repetition and tempo is how we 
incorporate a movement. There is no use practicing 
quickly; that’s something that will come with time. I do 
not mean by this that it should not be practiced quickly 
under any circumstances, but practicing a particular 
movement performed quickly is a second step; The first 
is precisely to assimilate and understand it. That is why 
I usually compare the study of the drums (and even 
more so of any instrument) with martial arts. In many of 
them are the so-called “forms”. 
They are routines in which movements are practiced at 
low speed and trying to achieve the greatest possible 
technical improvement. A movement is fragmented 
into different stages, and each of them is analyzed 
separately. Said movements, in other circumstances, 
will be executed at speed (for example, in a 
confrontation), but during the practice of the “forms”, 
the body is educated, and more specifically the muscle, 
so that it assimilates the movement.

Sometimes during a class I ask the student to practice 
an exercise for our next meeting. When the time 
comes, he shows me the exercise at medium / fast 

I
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TEMPO
Slow
Medium
Fast
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speed, as if the goal were only 
speed. Thus the movements are 
neglected, and the result is a 
forced execution that does not 
flow naturally. When I slow down 
the tempo, the student not only 
realizes that slow play is more 
difficult, but also discovers that 
he has not incorporated the 
movement correctly. Many times 

we worry so much about speed that we lose sight of 
the fact that the real difficulty does not lie with it. On 
the contrary, it is the result of the slow and exhaustive 
practice of a movement for a long time.

The correct way to study an exercise is defined by the 
interrelation of the three items in each of these columns:

DYNAMICS
Soft
Medium
Hard
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Any exercise must be executed in any of the possible 
combinations between the two columns. Let’s take a 

paradiddle as an example. At a slow tempo and 
strong dynamics, we will be forced to move our 
arms wide to gain volume, but since the tempo 
is slow, the movement should be wide but slow. 
We must take our time to strike. As we accelerate 
the sticks, they no longer separate so much 
from the drum; the movement is exactly the 
same, only on a smaller scale. But let’s not lose 
sight of the fact that our muscles understood 
the movement in its broad development. Slow 
practice and ultimately repetition lead to faster 
play. Getting to execute an exercise with speed, 
walking the road in that way, gives us solidity 
and accuracy both at a slow and a fast tempo.

Don’t chase speed for speed itself. Pursue a clear 
sound. Pursue clarity in the execution of an idea. 
Music is a language and we must speak it clearly so 
that what we are saying is understood. The study of 
technique is intended to be able to be clear in what we 
play. Personally, I have studied more when I felt that 
it was not clear, that I could not translate an idea that 
was in my head to the instrument. Get down to the 
basics, the rudiments, and break down every move. The 
movements and their execution vary according to the 
tempo and / or dynamics. Try to master it in all possible 
combinations. And above all, LISTEN to what you play 
sounds like. Perfecting movement is often in danger of 

“ I once heard 
the phrase 
“muscle has 
memory”; 
nothing more 
truthful. Through 
slow repetition 
and tempo 
is how we 
incorporate a 
movement.”
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becoming visual. Listen to what they practice sounds 
like. Take into account the dynamics that an exercise 

poses. Rudiments, for example, 
have accented notes and notes that 
are not. I see daily in practice the 
neglect of this condition. Respect for 
dynamics makes our clarity in the 
instrument. The dynamics in music 
exist because, precisely, the notes 
or strokes that we execute have 
different intensity, and that is how 
music is created; in the same way 
that we modulate when we speak 
and express letters and words clearly 
thanks to it. Likewise, in music we 
must pursue the execution of the 
notes with the dynamics that were 

intended for each one.
  
Attitude in practice
Several years ago I was lucky enough to travel 
to New York City and take some classes at 
the Drummer’s Collective with Kim Plainfield. 
I remember that he made me play the drums 
and then asked me to do some exercises on a 
practice pad. He immediately stopped me and 
made an observation. He asked me why I had a 
different attitude to the practice pad than the 
drums. He did not point out that one was neither 
better nor worse than the other; she simply 

“Don’t chase speed for 
speed itself. Pursue 
a clear sound. Pursue  
clarity in the execution 
of an idea. Music is a 
language and we must 
speak it clearly so  that 
what we are saying is 
understood.”
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emphasized that they 
were different. From 
that day on, I tried to 
focus on practice as if 
I was performing live 
on the instrument. 
I try to connect 
musically with what 
I am playing on the 
practice pad. It does 
not matter that it is 
something merely 

technical, I see the music that is in the exercise 
or in its case I leave the exercise in my head 
and transform it into music. Do not reduce 
the exercises, no matter how repetitive, to 
something technical for the technical sake of it. 
We study a technique, which represents a tool 
for making music. So do not separate technique 
from music
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When did you feel that playing the drums was 
going to become a profession?
I first studied classical piano for a long time. 
I started drums when I was 15 years old, with 
Maestro Rolando “Oso” Picardi. From that first 
class, my dream was to be a professional 
drummer. He had many idols and wanted to be 
like them, play in an orchestra that he saw on 
television, sight-read, and master all styles. I 

Since he was young he realised he wanted to be a 
professional musician and he’s worked hard to achieve it. 
He is also comitted to the Art of Teaching the Drums. 
With Escalandrum it already has 21 years of history and 
13 recorded albums, and was also nominated for a Latin 
Grammy’s. Along with his trio, he has released three 
albums, and won two Gardel awards for Best Jazz Album 
of the year, most recently with his album “RATA”.

Pipi Piazzolla Trío. Photo: Juan Pablo Bialade
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always considered the drums 
as an instrument of incredible 
stylistic diversity. Since that 
time I liked all types of music. 
As a child I listened to classical, 
jazz, rock, Brazilian music. For 
me the drums was not playing 
a single style, but playing 
everything. I saw the left-
handed Roizner, Junior Cesari, 
Oso Picardi, Pepe Corriale, Luis 
Ceravolo play any style at first 
sight. The music they were 
playing sounded so good even 

though you could tell they were hearing the song 
for the first time. That left me feeling very nice.

In 1993 they started calling me to work, like in the 
OTI Song Festival, and I was summoned by great 
musicians, but if nobody called me, I would put 
together my own things. Becoming a professional 
was a dream that I realized over time. You are 
noticing that there are certain things you can do, 
for example, when you see yourself playing with 
musicians that you admire, such as Juan Cruz 
de Urquiza, Lito Vitale’s group, Daniel Maza, and 
others. There I realized that I was fulfilling my 
dream. I like and enjoy playing music, sharing all 
the time and interacting based on it.

Photo: Juan 
Pablo Bialade
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Which were your masters?
The first teacher was Rolando “Oso” Picardi, a “Capo” 
(leader & master) who taught me a lot of different 
types of faces, Podemski, Wilcoxon, Syncopation, 
Gary Chester, Gary Chafee. I did a comprehensive 

study with him. I studied some things with 
Fernando Martínez; technique and brushes 
with Eduardo Casalla, tango with Horacio 
López, Scottish drum with Fernando Valles 
and technique with Sebastián Peyceré. I 
got together to practice with Carlos Riganti 
for a couple of years. With Quintino Cinalli 
we exchanged very rich ideas. With Oscar 
Giunta I learned a lot about jazz drums, 

tuning, brushes and something very important which 
is the concept of the ride. Oscar is a capo, a very 
complete drummer.

Internationally, I studied with Ralph Humphrey (Frank 
Zappa’s drummer), Casey Scheueurell (Jean Louis 
Ponty’s drummer), Joe Porcaro, (Jeff Porcaro’s father), 
Efraín Toro, Toss Panos, Kenny Washington, Robbie 
Ameen, Phil Maturano, Jonathan Blake, Rodney Green, 
Frank Katz, and Adam Nussbaun. There were a lot of 
classes that I took and they served me a lot.

What was your first musical group?
A rock group called El Fuego Sagrado. We made our 
debut on a birthday held in an apartment on the 6th 
floor. I remember the nerves and fear I had before 

“Becoming a 
professional was 
a dream that I 
realized
over time.”
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playing even though it was a family 
party (the aunt, the grandmother, 
etc.). I’ve never been so nervous. That 
was the start.

How was Escalandrum formed? What 
is your look at the group today?
It was formed in 1999. We were a 
group of friends who hung out in a 
bar in Palermo every night. We had a 
lot of musical affinity. We would go 
to festivals together, we would go on 
vacations, we would see shows, but 
we each played in different groups. 
In one of those many meetings in the 
bar, for New Years, I proposed to put 
together a group called Escalandrum 
to play the music that we liked. The 

good thing about this is that before putting the 
group together we were already friends, and I think 
this is the result of 21 years of life. I did not choose 
the musicians with my finger; There was a very 
good human relationship, we knew each other 
very well, and we continue like this today. We have 
13 albums and a long way to go. We go through 
everything, we don’t skip any stage. We started 
by playing original music. In 2000 our first album 
came out. From 2001 we decided to use rhythms 
from Argentina, and I think that at that point the 
group became more personal.

ESCALANDRUM
Damián Fogiel (Tenor Sax)
Nicolás Guerschberg (Piano)
Gustavo Musso (alto & 
soprano saxes)
Martín Pantyrer (Baritone Sax
barítono y bass clarinete)
Daniel Piazzolla (Drums)
Mariano Sivori (double-bass)
Horacio Sarria (Manager)

 

DANIEL PIPI 
PIAZZOLLA TRÍO
Daniel Pipi Piazzolla (Drums)
Lucio Balduini (guitar)  

Damián Fogiel (saxes)
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In our evolution, what I value the most is that 
Escalandrum is unlike anything. You may like it or 
not, but it doesn’t look like anything.

Does everyone compose in the group? What is the 
concept for arranging, establishing dynamics and 
climates in the compositions?
There are two main composers: Nicolás Guerschberg 
(pianist) and Damián Fogiel (tenor saxophonist). 
Mariano Sivori, our double bass player, also composes, 
and sometimes I have contributed a song. I mostly 
compose for my trio. The composers in Escalandrum 
are brilliant, they dedicate themselves to composing. 
They do some amazing things.

We resolve the dynamics and the orientation that 
the subject will have in the essay. Except now in a 
pandemic, Escalandrum rehearses every Tuesday. 
That makes you develop a speed in the work dynamic, 
where you quickly understand what you want, what 
your partner asks of you, or how you have to write 
to one or the other. Obviously, the composer has the 
dynamics in his head and the basic ideas, but from 
playing and playing, other things emerge. The Members 
of the group have a voice and vote. All opinions are well 
valued and put to the test. If the idea doesn’t work, we 
move on to something else. It’s wonderful to work like 
this, and that’s another reason why the group is still 
together and doing new things.
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Daniel, tell me 
about your 
experience 
recording the 
Studio 2 album at 
Abbey Road.
It was one of the 
best experiences 
of my life, and I’ll 
tell you how it was. 
I didn’t have high 
expectations. We 
were coming on 

tour and we were very close to Abbey Road, and our 
manager, who is a fan of The Beatles, had taken out the 
studio for us to record a new album. I don’t like to create 
expectations for myself because later, when things are 
not as you imagine them, your “balloon pops” leading 
you to deception. I had the idea that it was going to 
sound like any studio, but what I can tell you is that 
from the time I entered until I left the studio, it was an 
unforgettable moment. Both the treatment, the way 
it sounds and its technology. The magic of the place, 
its smell of furniture cleaner, of floors recently treated 
with some polishing liquid ... In the cabin there is that 
smell of technological modernity. I didn’t know that the 
majority of movie music was recorded on Abbey Road. 
Loved London too. It is a very soccer oriented city, with 
many bars. I felt very identified in that place.

@latin.drummers
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How was your experience in other countries?
I have good memories of shows with Escalandrum, like 
playing twice at the Montreal Jazz Festival and playing 
in Israel. Personally, playing with Paquito D’Rivera 
at Lincoln Center, at the Eiffel Tower in 2019 with an 
incredible French violinist ... These are memorable 
moments, and Abbey Road tops that long list touring 
with the group.

Besides the energy you put into Escalandrum, 
how do you manage to record and tour with other 
artists or groups?
One way to organize myself is to notify all the 
leaders of the groups that summon me that my 
priority is Escalandrum. I really like playing live 
with the groups, but it always has to be clear 
that Escalandrum is my priority. Even with my 
trio, Escalandrum is still my priority. I had to 
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cancel shows with the trio for having scheduled 
Escalandrum dates.

You have to talk a lot and manage a good schedule, 
check the schedules well and see my drum lessons 
well. It is essential to organize yourself so that 
everything goes as well as possible and is not 
exhausting. I try not to combine the recording of 
an album with a show on the same day, although it 
happened that I couldn’t help it. I also have family 
and I like being at home, enjoying their company. I 
have to take everything into account.

You achieved amazing technical mastery. How 
do you go through different dynamics without 
losing your sound and intention, and maintaining a 
constant energy?
Thank you very much for the compliment. The 
reality is that I’m still working on my sound. 
I get up early in the morning to do drum 
technique exercises and this is transferred to 
my improvisations or my grooving way. As for the 
dynamics, I read a very interesting article a long 
time ago. My difficulty was that he played soft, 
otherwise, he would grab the weakest stick. If 
you play low with all your strength, it will sound 
smooth, because what gives you the volume is 
the “trip” (range of motion). At close range it is 
impossible to generate a strong accent that stuns 
you. To improve that theme, I had to do a lot of 
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drum solos, the Wilcoxon’s 150 solos 
within a centimeter of the head, to make 
the accents and taps come through. My 
hand got used to it. Another thing that I 
keep in mind as a reference for dynamics 
is that whenever I’m playing, I have to 
listen to the people around me. If I don’t 
listen to them it is because I am doing 
something wrong; I mean, I’m not turning 
the volume down enough. I keep working 
every day to improve the dynamics.

What recommendation can you give to those who 
want to get into jazz drums?
According to my vision or what I do (because I don’t 
have the absolute truth about anything), I think that 
to get into jazz drums nowadays you have to know 
all the styles. Jazz has a mix of several. At one time 
it was mixed with bossa-nova, with Latin rhythms 
in the time of Chano Pozo; bossa-nova with Joao 
Gilberto and Stan Getz. In the ‘70s he mixed with 
funk, and now he mixes with everything. For 
example, Tigran Hamasyan, an Armenian pianist; or 
Vijai Iyer, with Hindu music.

So I recommend knowing as many styles as 
possible, because each one has its own language. 
Another important thing in jazz is the ride, which 
changes your head. One is used to hitting the kick 
and the drum, and in jazz the fundamental thing 
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is the ride. That’s all, it generates new grooves 
and makes the music around you not sound hard, 
static or too strong. The ride makes the music flow. 
Something I do a lot is play rock, pop, jazz records 
of whatever and I accompany them only with the 
ride to generate that rirock tmo, but on the ride. 
It’s complex at first, but you get used to it until the 
ride leads. Gene Krupa gave it the name, because 
ride in Spanish means to drive, and it is what drives 
the band. I recommend studying the tradition of 
each style, the characteristics of each of its main 
drummers. It is important to know what each one 
contributed to the history of drums, because this 
instrument was born with jazz. Jazz gives you 
coordination because sometimes it is not taken into 
account, you can have all the independence, but 
then what you play sounds bad.
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I recommend listening to many jazz records so that 
listening becomes natural, as happens with rock 
and other rhythms. You have to learn the standards, 
in addition to the subject itself, learn the forms. This 
then allows you to do a 32-bar drum solo without 
counting, and is accomplished by flipping it into a 
shape that is generally in jazz standards, such as 
blues, chances, 16-bar shape. There are composers 
who write unconventional ways, but if you know 
the subject, you end up naturalizing it and you can 
play freely without having to count. In conclusion; 
a lot of study, a lot of ride cymbal, studying the Jim 
Chapín, the forty rudiments, the swing, Wilcoxon 
solos, also the Jhon Riley mainly a sheet and One 
Bar Phrases. That’s it.

For a musician, being recognized with the Gardel 
Award “Best Jazz Album” for the RATA album 
should be very gratifying and exciting. How do you 
experience nominations and awards in general?
I was very happy with the award of my trio, I did not 
expect it. We were in a very difficult shortlist. Ten 
years ago, I think, we won the Golden Gardel with 
Escalandrum. Until then we had never been nominated 
for anything and the group was 12 years old. We did 
not know about the Gardel Awards, in particular, it was 
never a topic that interested me. But the award came 
and, suddenly, we were in a shortlist of rock groups 
that play all day on the radio. It gave us great joy and 
surprise at the same time. In my life it was impossible 
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for something like this to 
happen. What I appreciate about 
the awards is that the album 
happens to have a few more 
months of listening. The RATA 
album had been presented 
until November of last year, and 
there was no more talk about 
it, but thanks to the award, it 
was promoted again. So much 
effort is made to produce it, 
and suddenly that it is on the 
lips of some again makes you 

very happy. These Gardel awards are a recognition of 
colleagues and people from the musical environment. 
Many people vote, and that seems very good to me too.

Since when and where have you been teaching? How 
do you feel before and after giving a class and how is 
the student / teacher relationship in your case?
I have been teaching since 1993. I love doing it, I like 
to share what I know with a student or a friend. I take 
teaching with great responsibility. I am not your typical 
teacher who has a method for all of his students. My 
method is that each one acquires good technique, that 
he can develop his ideas. In my classes we study a 
lot of books: Syncopation, Podensky, Chapín, my own 
book. I transcribe many things to you. For example, if 
we are with the item alone, I transcribe them alone so 
that they can play and know where things come from. 
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I invest a lot of material, six or seven items per class. 
Each student has their difficulties or facilities compared 
to other students, so I evaluate well how I am doing 
based on what I see. I think they are not all the same to 
give everyone the same. I evaluate all that as if I were 
a doctor. I am having very good students. The results I 
get are good. The relationship is excellent. My spirit of 
practicing so many hours and giving myself so much to 
the instrument, and taking the drums as a profession 
that can be lived on in the future, is contagious. They 
kill themselves studying, they spend a lot of time on 
it. Thank God, I have a lot of students. I love teaching 
those who are and those who will come.

I have a video clinic and a book called 
Contemporary Drumset that is for sale by writing to 
classespipipiazzolla@gmail.com
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He has played with world-renowned artists, such as Paquito D´Rivera, Ute Lemper, Guillermo 
Klein, Aaron Goldberg, Bill Mc Henry, Miguel Zenón, Hugo Fattoruso, Ben Monder, Mike 
Mossman, Diego Urcola, Juan Cruz de Urquiza, Richard Nant, Luis Bonilla, Gary Valente, Arturo 
O’Farrill Afro Latin Jazz Big Band, Scott Robinson, Dave Samuels, Elena Roger, Lito Vitale, 
Pablo Aslan, Ligia Piro, Carlos Cutaia, Raúl Lavié, Ernesto Snajer, Anders Jormin, Villu Vesky, Tiit 
Kalluste , José Angel Trelles, Susana Rinaldi, Gustavo Bergalli, María Estela Monti, Escalandrum, 
Fernando Suarez Paz, Pablo Ziegler, Fernandez 4, Hernán Jacinto, Lucio Balduini, Héctor 
Console, Nicolás Guerschberg, Horacio Malvicino, Sexteto Mayor, Ute Lemper, and others .

Together with his group Escalandrum he won seven Gardel awards and a Gardel de Oro 
(highest distinction of the Argentine music industry). It is the first group of Jazz to achieve 
that distinction.

He is sponsored by Yamaha Drums, Zildjian Cymbals, Esenyurt Cases, Hecos Practice Rubbers 
and Accessories, and Raymond Weil Watches. 
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n this occasion, we will review the different 
hi hat support options that we find 

according to the range and we will see how they 
differ from each other.

Low Budget (Mapex 200)
Commonly they all come with a double leg.
Chain drive.
System to adjust firmly so it does not slip / move.
 

By Fito Messina  
@fitomessina

HI HAT 
STANDS
HI HAT 
STANDS

O
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HI HAT 
STANDS
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They generally come with a 19mm 
diameter tube and down to 16mm, 
or 22mm down to 19mm.
They bring a wheel to regulate the 
inclination of the bottom cymbal.
They are simple stands and easy 
to transport.

When you go to buy one of these stands, 
it is advisable to take the pair of hi hat and 
try it, since they come without regulation 
of spring tension. Later we will see the 
importance of regulating the spring.

Mid-range (Mapex 600, Dixon 9280, 
Gibraltar 5700)
They come with thicker rods than 
the lower end, typically 1 inch, 
down to 22mm.
Has memory in the tubes.
All come with bottom cymbal tilt 
regulator.
More sophisticated clutches are 
beginning to be seen in this prize range.
Usually (not always), they come 
with a swivel base. This means 
that, for example, when we use a 
double pedal, we can position the 
base of the hi hat so that it does 
not disturb the pedal.

Swivel base.

Basic double 
leg stand.
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They incorporate a spring tension 
regulator. Many times, the weight 
of the hi hat can overcome the 
spring and make the pedal very 
uncomfortable to play. For this reason, 
the possibility of regulating the 
tension of said spring is essential.

High range (Pearl 930, Gibraltar 6000)
They usually come with a 28 mm 
base on the bottom tube, reducing to 
22 or 25 mm.
They have a much better developed 
spring tension regulator.
While many have a chain drive, 
direct drive options are also 
beginning to be seen.
Clutches take on another role; for 
example, in some cases they come 
with a “choke” system (instead of 
being nailed to the shaft).

Top-Notch Hi Hat Stands (Pearl 1030, 
Gibraltar 9000, DW 5000)
The diameters of the base spout are 
28 mm and reduce to 25 mm.
Better developed transmission 
systems are beginning to be seen, 
which allow greater sensitivity using 
less force.

Spring regulation
system.
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Transmission system.
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In many cases, it is possible to adjust 
the height of the platform.
They bring systems to tack the floor.
Some models come with two rods, 
one shorter and one longer, according 
to the taste of each drummer.

Two-leg stands
These pedals are ideal for cases where, 
for example, an additional pedal is used 
in addition to the double pedal.
All come with platforms and an 
adjustment system that allows very 
good stability. 

Two-legged 
pedals.
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ELPEÑÓN
NATIONAL BRANDS 

ELPEÑÓN

Walter Ariel Baum
@wbaum

@latin.drummers

We interviewed Fulvio Arru, CEO of El peñón Alternative
Hardware, so he can tell us in detail about the Road that 
took this national brand into everyone’s mind, for several 
years now.

Latin Drummers | National Brands: El peñón Alternative Hardware
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How did you get started 
with the construction of 
drum thrones?
I had worked for a short 
period of time for an 
importer of musical 
instruments between 
the end of 2010 and the 
beginning of 2011. By that 
time, the local producers 
of wooden chairs had 
managed to impose a 
restriction on the entry 
of that product into the 
country. And since the 
sidewalks have wooden 
parts, (it is within a tariff 
position, the imported 
articles are listed in order 

to classify them), they remained within the 
regulation to enter Argentina.

When I stopped working at the importer, I 
didn’t really know what to do. And since I am 
a “project” of a drummer (I played for many 
years, but at the moment I am a little retired), I 
observed that there was no one who produced 
drum thrones in the country, with the quality I 
thought to face the project. So I decided to bet 
on Argentina and started producing.

96Latin Drummers | National Brands: El peñón Alternative Hardware

Rounded Throne 
with back rest mod. 
2000 R
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 What did you take into account when making your 
models?
The core idea was to produce a quality article, 
to demystify that good things are not made in 
Argentina and then we have to go out and buy 
what we want abroad, paying other countries for 
products that can be made well, here. Luckily, 
there are more and more of us who hold this 
mentality, and in different areas. That is why we 
group together in CAFIM, the Argentine Chamber of 
Musical Instrument Manufacturers.

The first thing we take into account is to give the 
customer something that we would buy, giving the 
main benefits the comfort, quality and durability of 
the product.

How many pieces does the throne you build have 
and what materials do they use?
In relation to materials, what we always prioritize 
is their quality. That is why we constantly 
evaluate our suppliers so that they do not lower 
their standards. The advantage that we have, 
being few, is that all the pieces go through a few 
hands and then it is easier to detect problems.

We use top quality materials, that is why 
sometimes it is difficult for us to maintain the 
prizes, especially in these crazy times of so 
much volatility. In addition, they are all dollarized, 
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such as iron parts, aluminum 
parts, paints, rubber, and even 
though our materials are all 
national, they are governed by the 
value of foreign currency.

When we refer to the number of 
pieces, counting from a rivet, through 
the studs that the backs have, the 
screws and fiber washers, to the 
PVC grommets (non-slip legs), in the 
models with backrest there are more 
than 130 pieces , and in those who do 

not carry it, it reaches around 80.

Tell us what models they make and which ones are 
the best sellers.
We produce a model with four versions:
Round seat without backrest mod. 2000.
Round seat with back mod. 2000 R
Motorcycle seat without backrest mod. 3000
Motorcycle seat with backrest mod. 3000 R

Without hesitation, the star model and with which 
we started production is the one with the format of 
a motorcycle seat without a back. Anyway, when 
they ask me which one is the best, I always say 
that it is a matter of taste. Some like the motorcycle 
seat because that small notch that is formed 
leaves the legs a little more free, but there are 

Latin Drummers | National Brands: El peñón Alternative Hardware

Rounded Throne 
without  back rest 
mod. 2000.
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those who need to have that portion of the seat to 
feel more contained. For some time now we have 
been observing an increase in sales volumes of 
the models that have backing, because, luckily, the 
drummers are more and more hours on top of the 
instrument, playing and studying (because that 
is the best way to progress) , and then they seek 
comfort. Although when you play the instrument 
you do not play lying down, since you are sitting in 
an upright position, on the axis, between subject 
and subject you relax a bit and that is when the 
backrest takes center stage.

Legend stands that the backing was created at the 
request of the great Ringo Starr, because he spent 
hours and hours in the studio composing and 
rehearsing, and he needed to be comfortable.

What is the advantage of buying national 
equipment or accessories?
I would tell you that it has several points 
in its favor. The first and foremost is that 
a more personal and direct treatment is 
generated between the user musician and the 
manufacturer; There is not intermediaries, such 
as the importer. So, if you get to have a problem, 
it is solved in the best way, and if there is the 
case of having to intervene, the product will 
remain as if it were new, with all its original parts.

Latin Drummers | National Brands: El peñón Alternative Hardware
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And one of the most important 
points is that the money that 
one invests in the instrument 
remains in the country, it is 
reinvested for other purposes 
and nobody takes it elsewhere 
for their own benefit. Betting 
on the Argentine industry 
makes us all grow together. I 
always say that if we have the 
possibility of buying Argentine, 
we must, because that comes 
back and helps us all by 
generating an economic wheel.

Do you have any intention of adding other 
products to your catalog?
The truth es, we are restless and we have many 
ideas, the problem lies in the investment necessary 
to generate a quality product.

Many know that for several years we have been 
with a project that is the bench with monitoring and 
the platform for bass players also with monitoring. 
But due to the financial problems we suffered, and 
some electronic design issues, we had to delay 
it a bit longer. In addition, as we are committed to 
the development of a 100% national product and 
most of the project is electronic, everything takes 
longer. But we have faith that by 2021 we will have 

Motorcycle style 
Throne without back 
rest mod. 3000 .
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overcome the obstacles and the final project will 
see the light of day.
 
There has always been the myth that imported 
is better. Why do you think that concept is so 
installed in society? Comparing your products 
with imported ones, can you tell us what 
differences there are?
The questions are related. We could say that, for 
several years, this myth has been changing and 
we are a hinge generation in the production of 
quality products. Luckily, behind come the boys 
with more strength and knowledge (a super 
important issue to face whatever you do). You 
have to study! For some time now, the mentality 
of those of us who produce something in the 
country has been changing. That is why CAFIM 
was also born, a group where those of us who 
think in the same way meet, and that is how 
Argentine products are conquering more and more 
countries. What is needed to continue growing are 
constant and predictable public policies.

When we talk about differences between our 
products and imported ones, I would tell you that 
the only distinction is that in our case there is a 
direct deal with the producer, so if over time some 
problem arises with the product, we can intervene 
to solve it, with free labor and paying only the part 
in question. This is a competitive advantage.
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What relationship do you have with endorsers?
The relationship I have with them is the best, 
a super direct deal; I would tell you that with 
several of them we generate a very close bond. 
It is a relationship in which we both benefit. 
Of course, due to the situation of the market 
and the country, this is an issue that is a bit 
slowed down. Hopefully things improve so we 
can increase the relationship and expand it 
even more.

Latin Drummers | National Brands: El peñón Alternative Hardware
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How do you see the National Industry in terms of 
advances in technology, in terms of tidiness and 
improvement in benefits?
The most important thing of all, and that is 
the genesis of the changes, is that the heads 
of the producers were modified, the way of 
thinking of those of us who produce in the 
country is different. And those of us who 
survive the constant economic shocks that 
Argentina suffers continue to bet on deepening 
these changes.

In terms of technological advances, luckily 
we have been arriving at our destination little 
by little and growing, perhaps not as much 
as we would like, but that is due more to the 
investment that needs to be made, than to 
the low sales volumes. As a large number of 
people continue to choose and bet on imported 
products, this means that investments are still 
very well thought out and difficult to pay for 
over time.

Regarding the presentations, we are also making 
progress little by little. As we are growing in the 
interior of the country, we are improving in the 
packaging issue, which makes the presentation, 
and in the transport of the product
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Elpeñón Alternative Hardware
www.elpenionweb.com.ar / info@elpenionweb.com.ar
www.instagram.com/elpenionhardware
(011) 5430 1263 / (011) (15) 5119 3466

“I practically knew the Elpeñón 
drum thrones when they came on 
the market, but I really tried them 
one day in a studio doing a job as a 
drum doctor. The drummer brought 
his bench (Mod 3000), since he felt 
comfortable and safe with it, and that 
is very important, because in general, 
the recording days are long. I sat on 
more than one occasion to assemble 

and tune the instrument, and I found it super comfortable! Then a 
student told me that he had a Mod 3000 R and I asked him to test 
it. I really fell in love, because beyond its solid, robust and firm 
construction, the comfort that I felt after playing several hours made 
that after chatting with Fulvio, its builder (a very noble person), he 
acquired several benches and became endorser of the brand. That 
is why I am more than grateful, super satisfied and proud to be part 
of the Elpeñón Hardware Alternativo family ”.WALTER ARIEL BAUM
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By Sebastián Vitali
@sebasvitali
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A little bit of history.
In 1963, in their book 4 Way Coordination, 
Dahlgren and Fine warned that there was 
abundant evidence in contemporary 
drummers to indicate that “the drummer of 
the future will have to be as competent with 
his/her feet as he/she is with his hands ”.

What is it? How is it different from the term Independence?
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The 1960s were a revolutionary 
time, in which innovations were 
made in all disciplines and 
old paradigms were broken. 
In the United States, playing 
and recording in hundreds 
of recitals and albums, Gary 
Chester stood out, who after 
more than two decades of elite 
teaching turned his expertise 
into his sublime book “The 
New Breed” (1985). In it he 
proposed unlimited tools for the 

development of creativity on the set with his 
“Systems” (grooves to be played by 3 limbs) 
adding the “Melodies” in the remaining limb. He 
conceptually recommended overcoming what 
was one of the drummers’ biggest problems: 
not having complete control of the 4 limbs. It 
was thus that he delimited “territories” to the 
left and right of the set, arguing that we should 
all play independently and ambidextrously, 
as stated in the aforementioned systems. He 
also  included our voice in the formula (for 
example singing quarter notes, eighth notes, 
what a given limb  played or did not play). Both 
New Breed books are essential for the integral 
development of any drummer, being considered 
“Bibles” of the instrument.
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It should be noted that both the American 
George Marsh (professor of the sublime 
Terry Bozzio), who wrote Inner Drumming 
in 1983 and our Argentine colleague 
Horacio López, with his Method of Body 
Rhythmic Dissociation (1992), developed 
systems of total coordination that 
exceeded the scope of Drumset and the 
one in this article, inspired by oriental Tai 
Chi (太极拳), a topic that we could talk 
about later on this series.

Definitions
Both independence and 
interdependence are two different 
visions and levels of coordination, which 
we could define as:
“Join two or more things so that they form a 
harmonious whole; direct and arrange various 
independent elements”.

If we consider what each limb does 
individually, such as an autonomous 

rhythm, trying to imitate it and / or accompany it 
with the rest of the hands and feet, we are talking 
about independence.

On the contrary, if we take each limb as a member 
of a “team”, where each one, beyond their 
independent role, executes together with another 
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limb a rhythmic structure (which is 
complemented by another structure, 
executed by the remaining limbs), we 
will be talking of interdependence.

Interdependence Masters
Great drummers have nailed it when 
it comes to Interdependence in the 
beginning of our 21st century, taking 
the lead from the forerunners of 
the last century. A notable example 
is Thomas Lang, with his famous 
Creative Control and Creative 
Coordination, where he designed 
a “Matrix” with increasing levels of 
complexity, where the development 
of what is executed with the feet, in 
interrelation with the hands, comes 
to propose unlimited combinations, 
adding multipedal coordination with 
incredible virtuosity (on various kick 
drums of varying diameter, octobans, 
snare drums, crashers and other 
effects played with his feet).

Marco Minnemann, another prominent 
exponent, proposes a similar approach in 
Extreme Interdependence, developing a 6 way 
coordination that includes all the “paths” and 
combinations between limbs:
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The objective is to be able to play 
any pattern (single, double, triple 
strokes, paradiddles, patterns of 3, 
4, 5, 6, 7 or more notes, etc.) using 
any of these six combinations, or 
twelve if we modify the starting 
member the sequence (both hands 
against feet, right side against 
left, diagonals), and that the two 
remaining members coordinate all 
kinds of rhythms interdependently 
with them.

Marco calls interdependence “a study of a 
lifetime” and an endless source of inspiration.

I agree. I’d add, in my humble opinion, that 
interdependence allows us to:

 Structure the practice, since it allows us to 
discover what our limitations are, record them 
and work on them.

 Encourage everyday learning and aspire to 

Latin Drummers | Interdependence

1A) right foot / left foot 
2A) right hand / left hand
3A) left hand / left foot  
4A) right foot / right hand
5A) left foot / right hand
6A) right foot / left hand   

1B) left foot / right foot
2B) left hand / right hand
3B) left foot / left hand
4B) right hand / right foot
5B) right hand / left foot
6B) left hand / right foot
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create or “play what has never been played” 
(as Thomas Lang proclaims).
   Give a humbling experience, as 
impressive as necessary, to accept and 
overcome our limitations.

 Groove with more “air”, since as we 
improve our coordination and incorporate 
new combinations, patterns and colors to 
our “palette”, we master our craft, since 
awareness and precision increase.

 Play with the WHOLE set, for REAL, whether it 
is a “4-piece” or a massive one.

A clear example of the musicality that results 
from this committed and passionate study of 
interdependence is Gustavo Meli, our Modern 
Drummer champion at the dawn of this century 
as a undiscovered drummer, Eloy Casagrande’s 
teacher afterwards (also a winner of the 
contest). Gustavo can play an Afro-Cuban 
“cascara” or 6/8 pattern on a left pedal (with 
cowbell / jam block on “gajate” type support), 
while his left hand plays, for example, three 
sixteenth notes on a ride, his right foot a bass 
drum “tumbao” and the right hand explores 
melodies throughout the set. Other examples are 
Alex Leys, who versatilely incorporates elements 
of harmony and melody in his solo compositions, 
not only on his drums, but also on his “standing” 
instruments; and Mariano Cabral, who developed 
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this approach in Argentine folk rhythms with 
great originality, as in his multipedal version of 
the chamamé “Merceditas”.

To conclude the 1st article of this series, I want 
to mention other undisputed “cracks” (heros, as 
in soccer) of interdependence who, perhaps, 
do not have as much exposure in networks or 
recognition, but who are excellent drummers 
and important teachers. His art transcends 
any “influence”; they really inspire and take 
drumming to another artistic level:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=QTyOtG6pHmk 
Chris Brien, Australian living in Hong Kong.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0PQYRXuXb8 
Grant Collins, compatriot of Virgil Donati and 
Chris Brien; lives in Australia.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOtDP4aYvw8 
Neil Garthly, an educator who has a very particular 
set of standing instruments and emulates the 
melodies of The Beatles in this clinic. A true pioneer.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0LtujdJBYA 
Marco Iannetta, Italian drummer who built his set of “feet” 
with bongos, tumbadoras and congas, playing the bass 
drum, snare and cymbal grooves with his hands.
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oYDBo0-nfw 
Jason Gianni (Drummers Collective / Percussive 
Arts Society) playing an excellent melody on his 
feet, in a video that, at the time of writing the note 
(end of October 2020), had 50 views (!). Unheard.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_1dC6mdGU0 
Sebastián Vitali. Here I’m playing inverted 
paradiddles (RLLR LRRL) on various pedals, while 
keeping the groove in leading with both hands.

Thank you for your support and also for 
reading us, supporting this magazine of a 
community that is getting bigger every day. 
Feel free to contact me on IG (@sebasvitali) 
with any questions, suggestions or similar. 
Drummers Hug! Happy Holidays!
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Sebastián Vitali: He’s working with the Electric Hybdrids 
and as a Project Manager and Producer for upcoming drumming 
events in 2022. He has played in Progressive bands, such as 
Praeludium o Cruz de Guerra and with talented guitarrists like 
Gustavo Scholz, Gustavo Secchi, Alejandra Mesliuk y Demián 
Planiscig (last couple, Awkanya founders). He has studied with Luis 

De la Torre and is uncle Norberto Minichillo, digging deep into polyrhythm and interdependence, 
applied in both folkloric and international. He’s also studied in the Argentine edition of Berklee 
in the 90s with Fernando Martinez, Horacio López. He was awarded in University of Buenos 
Aires with a scholarship at the University of Jilin (China) for #1 merit back in 2009 and taught 
classes and a clinic at the local University of Performing Arts, where he also studied Chinese 
percussion. He constantly inquires into the evolution of Drumming and the drumset itself as 
a solo instrument. He teaches in his Studio and Online emphasizing interdependence and 
multipedal development.
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